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This document contains the proceedings of the NASA Electrical Actuation 
Technology Bridging (ELA-Th) Workshop held in Huntsville, Alabama, September 29—
October 1, 1992. The workshop was sponsored by NASA Office of Space Systems 
Development and Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The workshop addressed key 
technologies bridging the entire field of electrical actuation including systems 
methodology, control electronics, power source systems, reliability, maintainability, and 
vehicle health management with special emphasis on thrust vector control (TVC) 
applications on NASA launch vehicles. Speakers were drawn primarily from industry 
with participation from universities and government. In addition, prototype hardware 
demonstrations were held at the MSFC Propulsion Laboratory each afternoon. Splinter 
sessions held on the final day afforded participants the opportunity to discuss key issues 
and to provide overall recommendations. All presentations are included in this document. 
The workshop organizers express their appreciation to the session chainnen, 
speakers, and participants, whose efforts contributed to the technical excellence of the 
workshop.
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Summary of the 
Electrical Actuation - Technology Bridging Workshop 
The 1992 Electrical Actuation (ELA) - Technology Bridging Workshop was 
held at the Radisson Suite Hotel in Huntsville, Alabama, September 29-
October 1, 1992. This workshop was sponsored by NASA Headquarters/Code 
DD and hosted by the Component Development Division of the Propulsion 
Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center. The workshop addressed 
key technology issues in the field of electromechanical actuation including 
system design, control electronics, power source systems, vehicle health 
monitoring, reliability, and maintainability, with special emphasis on thrust 
vector control (TVC) applications on NASA launch vehicles. In addition, the 
workshop provided the opportunity for discussion of near-term power source 
developments and ELA system requirements between the ELA systems and 
the power source communities. 
Approximately 150 individuals from both government and industry 
participated in the workshop. Attendance is listed starting on page 3. The 
final workshop agenda is listed starting on page 11. 
One of the more productive outputs of the workshop resulted from the 
splinter sessions. These sessions afforded participants the opportunity to 
discuss key issues and to provide overall recommendations. Most frequently 
emphasized was the need for detailed requirements for actuator, power 
source, and control electronics. These requirements are essential to perform 
detailed system trade studies in order to meet the critical element of a hot 
fire test on the SSME Technology Test Bed (TTB). A listing of suggested 
topics provided to each splinter session group, along with a summary output 
from each group, is provided starting on page 1. 
Hardware demonstrations were held at the MSFC Propulsion Laboratory 
each afternoon of the workshop. Basic performance criteria were 
demonstrated by the following: 
- Boeing/Allied Signal EllA TVC Prototype 
- Honeywell Prototype Redundant TVC and Health Management 
- LcëiC/GDSS Induction Motor Prototype TVC 
- MSFC Prototype TVC Actuator 
- Boeing Turbo-Alternator 
- Moog Prototype TVC Actuator 
- MSFC and Textron SSME Propellant Control Valve Actuator 
The GHe turbo-alternator was developed by Boeing and Allied Signal under 
the JPO-ADP Program. The primary objective for this program was to 
demonstrate a helium driven turbo-alternator suitable for powering 
electrically driven thrust vector control actuators. The hardware consisted of 
a single stage axial impulse turbine directly driving a 50 kW 2-pole toothless 
Viii
permanent magnet alternator. The power conversion and control scheme 
used was a 3-phase rectified bridge and speed control ioop for adjusting 
alternator output. The electrical power quality objective for this equipment 
was a modified version of MIL-STD-704 desired to minimize corona effects 
during launch vehicle operation. The upper transient value of 2730 was 
imposed for that reason, and a nominal bus voltage of 220 volts was selected. 
The GHe turbo-alternator was demonstrated successfully under a multitude 
of no load and full load conditions and is currently completing tests at Allied 
Signars AiResearch Division. 
The electromechanical actuator (EMA) developed under contract by HR 
Textron is to replace the hydraulic main oxidizer valve (MOV) on the space 
shuttle main engine (SSME). The unit was delivered to MSFC one week 
prior to the workshop; as a result, no test data was presented other than 
acceptance test performed at HR Textron. The plans for this EMA for the 
next year or year and one-half encompass characterization tests, vibration, 
shock EMI, EMC, flow tests, and flight simulation laboratory (FSL) tests. 
The summation of these tests assure that the EMA meets the requirements 
imposed on the hydraulic MOV actuator and qualifies it to go to Technology 
Test Bed for an engine hot fire test. 
A table of TVC prototype hardware comparisons is found on page xvii, along 
with color photocopies of the demonstrated hardware. 
The general consensus of the workshop was that ELA technology has been 
demonstrated to be feasible for SSME/STME class TVC systems, as shown by 
the performance capabilities of the workshop prototype hardware. However, 
an overall strategy towards transferring this technology to a flight program, 
along with the development of several key tools, is still undefined. Specific 
requirements must also be provided in order to focus the ELA program. 
Recommendations were made to hold a power source Technical Interchange 
Meeting (TIM) within 6 months at Kennedy Space Center. The next ETA 
workshop was recommended to be held no sooner than 12 months from now, 
focusing on full-power TVC/ELA demonstrations with redundancy 
management capabilities. 
Proceedings from the 1992 ELA Technology Bridging Workshop are being 
distributed with a video summary of the prototype hardware demonstrations. 
The successful completion of this workshop represents a major milestone in 
the development of ELA systems for TVC applications. The support of NASA 
Headquarters/Code DD in achieving this success is gratefully acknowledged. 
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NASA ELECTRICAL ACTUATION TECHNOLOGY BRIDGING WORKSHOP
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
AGENDA
FOR
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1992 
7:40	 Check-in 
8:00 Session I. ELA Program Overviews 	 Chairman: Charles Cornelius/MSFC 
1. NASA HQ Perspective	 Paul Herr/Code DD 
2. KSC/STS Hydraulic Operations 	 Carey McCleskey/KSC 
3. ELA-TB Program Overview	 Gale Sundberg/LeRC 
9:15	 Break
4. NLS Keynote Speaker 
5. DOD ELA Program Overview 
10:00 Session 11. ELA Systems Methodology 
1. EMA Avionics Design Methodology 
2. EHA Design Methodology 
11:00 Lunch 
12:00 Session ifi. ELA Control Electronics 
1. DC Motor Control Electronics 
2. AC Induction Motor Control Electronics 
3. DC Motor Micro-Controller Design 
4. TVC Engine Start Transient Response
Rick Bachtel/MSFC 
David Homan/DOD 
Chairman: John Harbison/MSFC 
Jim Mildice/GDSS 
John Anderson/Boeing 
Chairman: David Howard/MSFC 
Justino Montenegro/MSFC 
Ken Schreiner/GDSS 
Collin Hugget/Allied Signal 
Jeff Ring/Honeywell 
1:30 Session IV. ELA Prototype Designs &Test Results	 Chairman: Monica Hammond/MSFC 
1. Boeing/Allied Signal - EHA TVC Prototype 
2. Honeywell Prototype Redundant TVC and Health Management 
2:30 Session V. ELA HARDWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Group I 
2:45 Depart Radisson 
3:00 Boeing/ASAC Demo 
3:20 Honeywell Demo 






Group II Group Ill 
EMA Motor/Gear Optimization - George Doane/UAH 
Propellant Control Valve EMA & BIT - Matt Lister/Aerojet 
Depart Radisson Depart Radisson 
Boeing/ASAC Demo Space Station Tour 
Honeywell Demo Space Station Tour (con't) 
Depart MSFC Bocing/ASAC Demo 
Open Honeywell Demo 
Open Depart MSFC
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3. Bipolar Lithium Batteries 	 Franz Goebel/Yardney 
4. Advanced Flywheel Technology
	 David Eisenhauer/SatCon 
9:30	 Break
5. Turbo-Alternators	 Cliff Jacobs/Sundstrand 
6. NLS GH2 Turbo-Alternator	 John Anderson/Boeing 
7. ELA Power Source Simulators	 Mike Bradway/LESC 
10:45 Session VII. ELA Operations	 Chairman: Carey McCleskey 
1. ELA Operations Test Bed
	 Carey McCleskey/KSC 
2. Cryrogenic Ground Support Applications
	 Bill St. Cyr/SSC 
3. High Technology Test Bed
	 Bob Brogdon/Lockheed 
12:00 Lunch 
1:00 Session VIII. ELA Prototype Designs &Test Results
	 Chairman: Monica Hammond/MSFC 
1. LeRC/GDSS Induction Motor Prototype TVC 
2. MSFC TVC Prototype 
3. Boeing Turbo-Alternator 
2:15 Session IX. ELA HARDWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Group I 
2:15 Depart Radisson 
2:30 LeRC/GDSS Demo 
2:50 MSFC TVC Demo 
3:10 Boeing Turbo-Alt. 







5:30	 Close of Business
Group II Group III 
Break Break 
ELA Gear Train, Roller & Ball Screw Components 
Kurt Niederpruem/ 11W Spiroid 
Depart Radisson Depart Radisson 
LeRC/GDSS Demo Tehno1ogy Test Bed 
MSFC TVC Demo Technolov Test Bed (cont) 
Boeing Turbo-Alt. TehnoIoy Test Bed (cont) 
Depart MSFC LeRC/GDSS Demo 
Open 1\ISFC TVC Demo 
Open Boeint! Turbo-Alt. 
Open Depart MSFC
XIX 
NASA ELECTRICAL ACTUATION TECHNOLOGY BRIDGING WORKSHOP
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
AGENDA
FOR
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1992 
7:40	 Check-in 
8:00 Session X. EMA FDIR and VHM	 Chairman: Fred Huffaker/MSFC 
1. EMA Health Management Using Smart Sensors Jeff Schoess/Honeywell 
2. Intelligent BIT on EMA	 Erv Hanson/LeRC 
3. Fault Tolerant System Test for ELA	 Norm Osborn/Martin Marietta 
4. TVC FMEA and Failures in Test 	 Rae Ann Weir/MSFC 
10:00 Session XI. Splinter Session Assignments 
1. System Designs 
2. Control Electronics 
3. Power Source Systems 
4. Operations and Ground Support 
5. Redundancy and Health Management 
11:00 ELA Working Lunch (Radisson Magnolia Room) 






Chairman: John Sharkey/MSFC 
1:00 Session XII. ELA Prototype Design & Test Results 	 Chairman: Monica Hammond/MSFC 
1. Moog Prototype TVC Actuator 
2. MSFC & Textron SSME Propellant Control Valve Actuators 
3. Allied Signal TVC EMA Prototype 
2:15 Session XIII. ELA HARDWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 
Group I Group II Group III 
2:15 Depart Radisson Open Open 
2:30 Moog Demo Open Open 
2:50 MSFC/Textron Demo Open Open 
3:10 Allied-Signal EMA DemoDepart Radisson Depart Radisson 
3:30 Depart MSFC Moog Demo Large Space Structures Tour 
3:50 Open MSFC/Textron Demo Large Space Structures Tour 
4:10 Open Allied-Signal EMA DemoLarge Space Structures Tour 
4:30 Open Depart MSFC Moog Demo 
4:50 Open.	 .	 . Open MSFC/Textron Demo 
5:10 Open Open	 . Allied-Signal EMA Demo 
5:20 Open Open Depart MSFC
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Resonant Power Processors 
Jim Mildice 
JWM•	 Stnb., 1992 
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SNUAI. VI.JAMIC 
5pa 5y.ins Division 
ELA/EMA Control with Resonant Power Processors 
ELA/EMA System Elements
• Fixed force + inertia + rates +
	
LJ	 acceleration - set primary 
requirements 
tor	 . Rotary to linear conversion + gear train for speed matching 
•	 . Prime mover - electrical to 
mechanical conversion (several 
AC technologies available) 
trol	
. Control of motor speed, 
direction, and output torque 
	
ourc1	




The system in this discussion is a large servo-type hardware and software assembly typically 
found in large launch vehicle TVC applications, or aerosurface control of large aircraft. It can 
be broken into major elements according to the block diagram above. 
The load is defined by the steady-state forces required to provide the actual movement and the 
acceleration of the inertias of the masses to be moved. The dynamic responses are defined by 
the vehicle dynamics and the external forces acting on the vehicle. Loads are typically in the 
25,000- to 50,000-pound range for an NLS-2 class vehicle. 
Because of the short time allocated for this discussion, we have decided to provide a summary 
of General Dynamics conclusions about the actuator, motor, and power processing and control 
elements of the block diagram, along with the most important reasons for those choices. There 
have been detailed presentations and demonstrations about these elements, with full 
justifications for the selections. If you wish any of that data, please refer to the Bibliography 
and the end of this data package. 
Many power source options are available, because of high peak loads, they are usually sized 
by the system peak power demands, and technologies having high specific power rather that 
high specific energy are desirable. The choice between batteries and rotating machines is 
usually driven by operations and test considerations. 
This presentation will then focus on, and discuss the most important considerations driving 





Spac Sy.mi Division 
ELAIEMA Control wIth Resonant Power Processors 
Actuator 
. Three prImary system choices 
o Baliscrew technology is well-established 
o. Rollerscrew technology has some performance advantages 
o Electro-hydrostatic actuators are available where the "softness" of 
hydraulics is still required 
• Motor and gear train Inertia Is the most Important mechanical - 
parameter for TVC applications 
o Normal gear reductions isolate the load inertia 
o Design for maximum power transfer makes desirable for the two 
inertias to be about equal 
.o These inertias are the primary driver for peak input power 
requirements 
• They size the power processor/motor controller 
• They determine the energy source size and character 
JWM 3	 St.nb.r, 7992 
Even though the required motions for most ELA's are rotary (engine rotation about its gimbal 
point, control surface rotation about its root, etc.), vehicle physical limitations and form factors 
usually require that the load be moved by a linear thrust. The actuator provides the conversion 
from rotary motor input to linear output thrust. Rotary power requirements can typically be 
between 25- and 75-horsepower for our applications. 
Three primary rotary-to-linear thrust mechanisms under current use and consideration are listed 
above. The mechanical "screw" technologies are straight forward. 
Electro-hydrostanc, sealed, self-contained, single-actuator hydraulic systems can be 
mechanically simple and solve many of the present distributed hydraulic system operability, 
leak, and contamination problems. Since the motors and controllers that drive them are very 
much the same whether or not variable speed and direction control are included, the most 
efficient overall system design uses a variable- speed/direction controller, motor, and hydraulic 
pump, and eliminates the complexities of servo valves, force amplifiers, and other fluids 
hardware. 
It's easy to design a small, high-speed motor/gear train system to drive the steady-state load, and 
the resulting large-ratio gear system also reduces the reflected usual load inertias so that they 
become small when compared to other inertias in the system. That means that the motor and 
gear train inertias dominate the power requirements for inertia acceleration and bandwidth, and 




3pa Sy.*n. Division 
ELA/EMA Control with Resonant Power Processors 
Motor Type Characteristics 
Common Name Stator Power Rotor Power AC Syntheses 
•	 'Classical' DC DC AC, sq. wave Sliding contact, 
machanical, rotary switch (commutator) 
•	 "Classical" DC Magnet AC, sq. wave Sliding contact, mech, (permanent magnet) mechanical, rotary switch (commutator) 
•	 "Brushless DC" AC Magnet External electronic switch (permanent magnet) 
•	 AC Induction AC Magnetically-coupled AC power source or 
low-frequency, AC external electronic switch 
•	 AC Synchronous AC AC, DC, or AC power source or 
permanent magnet external electronic switch 
•	 Switched Reluctance Sequenced Pulses None- rotor is External electronic switch 
magnetic iron
JWM 4	 Sipt7ib', 7992 
Motors used in modem systems are all AC types, often interfaced to DC power systems with power 
processors to provide the appropriate input waveforms. The make up a class of so-called "brushless 
DC" motors which can include any type of AC prime mover. Well-designed motors and actuators for 
these applications typically require 25- to 50-horsepower for the constant load, and an equal amount 
of power for acceleration of inertias. 
The "classical DC" motors shown above are commutator types. The significance of this configuration 
is that not even this age-old DC motor actually has DC in the internal fields that cause it to rotate. Its 
rotor current is actually square-wave AC created by a mechanical reversing switch. That reversing 
switch has a sliding contact system, mounted on the motor output shaft, and is made up of a 
"commutator" and brushes. 
The development of good power semiconductor switches and high-field magnetic materials allowed a 
design which eliminated the commutator and brushes. It placed the constant field (produced by a 
magnet) on the rotor, and switched the alternating AC field to the stator with external switch 
networks, and we had the so-called "brushless DC" motor; really nothing more than a permanent 
magnet AC motor with an external switched, multi-phase inverter. When we supply this same motor 
AC from the power system instead of DC, we eliminate the switches and call it a permanent magnet 
AC motor, a small version of which we can fmd in analog electhc clocks. 
AC induction motors also eliminate the commutator and brushes, and supply power to create the 
magnetic field on the rotor through transformer action. The transformer frequency is the difference 
between the rotating magnetic field supplied by the stator and the actual speed on the rotor (the 
"slip"). 
Switched reluctance motors use external switches to create a rotating magnetic field fromthë staror in 
the same way as the original "brushless DC" permanent magnet design. However, a notched, soft iron 
rotor replaces the permanent magnets, and it follows the rotating field when the magnetic forces try to 
minimize the reluctance of the magnetic path, in a way similar to a stepping motor. 
108
VNAMI 
Spa Syama DtvisiOfl 
ELA/EMA Control with Resonant Power Processors 
Control Parameter Comparison 
Common Name Torque Speed Remarks 
•	 "Classical" DC No independent control of torque and speed Input voltage controls 
output power 
•	 "Classical" DC No independent control of torque and speed Input voltage controls (permanent magnet) output power 
•	 "Brushless DC" Input voltage Frequency External electronic switch 
Permanent Magnet network synthesizes 
variable-voltage, 
variable-frequency inputs 
to mimic classical DC 
performance 
-:	 AC Induction Slip (rotor freq), Stator frequency External electronic switch 
Input voltage & slip network synthesizes 
variable-voltage, 
variable-frequency inputs 
for independent torque! 
speed control 
•	 AC Synchronous Input voltage Input frequency External electronic switch (same as AC Induction) 
•	 Switched Reluctance Input voltage Field rotation speed External electronic switch (same as AC Induction)
JWM - 5
	 S*fl*, 199,2 
If we warn to control both torque and speed independently, The classical DC motors are not 
really adequate. We only have control of the input voltage, and we get a constant power output 
for a constant input. The product of torque (load) and speed is a constant for constant inputs. If 
we increase the load, the speed decreases. The control seems simple. If we have a particular 
load, we just turn up the voltage until we get the speed we want. But speed or torque are never 
uniquely related to input. 
At first, brushless DC motors had power processors which mimicked the classical DC 
characteristics, to reinforce the name "brushless DC". But if we have large motors (tens of 
horsepower), "turning up" DC sources that are 100's of volts and/or 100's of amperes is very 
undesirable. Therefore, switching regulator functions were incorporated into the control 
algorithms for the stazor switches, and we gained the ability to independently control torque and 
speed through input voltage and frequency, respectively, with signal level inputs. 
The power transferred to the induction motor rotor via transformer action is controlled by both 
input voltage and the transformation frequency (the slip frequency). For a fixed voltage, the slip 
changes to vary the output power and match the load. The difference in rotational speeds 
between the stator field and the rotor is often about 3% to 5%, so the typical slip frequency for a 
400-Hz motor would be about 20-Hz. 
The switched reluctance motor is not unlike a stepping motor with regard to its control. 
Windings distributed around the stator are alternately sequenced to produce a rotating field, 
which "pulls" the magnetic iron rotor along, trying to minimize the reluctance of the motor air 
gap. Like the classical brushless DC, the input voltage controls the air gap flux (field strength) 
and the frequency of rotation controls the speed.
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Motor Selection Summary 
• Optimized motors from all the canddate classes have about the 
same mass and volume for the same requirements (peak outputs are 
in the 3-HP/lb. range) 
• Basic control parameters are similar for all the candidate classes 
(motors are multi-phase and we must have independent control of input 
voltage and frequency) 
• Feedback for torque and speed control Is simplIfied for Induction 
motors (speed feedback vs. accurate rotor position for other types) 
• Modern control algorithms gIve InductIon motors dynamIc 
advantages for servo systems (field oriented control' provides 
optimum response) 
• Induction or switched-reluctance motors sIgnIficantly simplify the 
mechanical designs of redundant systems (eliminate the requirement 
to decouple an inactive/failed motor) 
General Dynamics Is focussing on induction motors for ELA/ 




The choice of "best" motor for high-power TVC applications cannot be made using the usual 
trade study approach, since all the usual trade parameters (mass, volume, cost, etc.) are close 
enough to each other for the primary candidates to make them non-discriminators. Even if they 
were significantly different, the are small compared to the rest of an EMA TVC system, and do 
not significantly influence system technology choice. The control algorithms and the design of 
the power output stage are also about the same for all three types. Even the somewhat easier 
feedback handling for the induction motor is still not enough to make it an obvious choice. So 
other considerations lead us to choices for specific applications or power ranges. 
The "slip" power transfer relationship makes the induction motor significantly more robust in 
terms of load changes. For example, when our optimized Sunstrand induction motor is operating 
at full speed and its most efficient operating point, it has about 2% slip (14, 700 RPM). If its load 
were doubled, the slip would increase to about 4% to transfer additional output power and the 
speed would decrease to only 14,400 RPM. A permanent magnet Brushless DC assembly under 
the same conditions would decrease its speed from 15,000 RPM to 7,500 RPM (half speed), and 
the switched reluctance motor would stall; until the controller could increase the input to match 
the new load. 
The biggest discriminator has to do with redundant systems, where multiple motors are used to 
drive a load. If there is a short circuit failure in a motor or its controller, the fixed magnetic field 
in the permanent magnet rotor makes that motor type function as a generator, supplying power to 
the fault, and loading the system. If the system is to work properly after one such failure, the 
remaining, motor(s) must provide enough excess power to both drive the real load and the fault 
load, or the faulted unit must be mechanically decoupled. This added complexity is sufficient to 
disqualify permanent magnet motors (in the brushless DC design) from use in redundant systems. 
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Controller Operational Definition 
The controller/power processor must provide the following 
primary functions:	 V 
• Synthesize a multi-phase AC waveform appropriate to 
running severai AC motor types
	 V 
(There is no such.thing as a DC tlotor) 
. Provide variable frequency for speed control 
• Provide Independent variable voltage/current for output 
torque control 
In TVC applications, it must also: 
• Provide closed-loop output position control In response to 
guidance steering commands 
JWM - 7	 S.pt.nb.. 1992 
The power processing and control block provides all the above functions. The power 
processing/inversion function is obvious if we have AC motors and DC power sources. 
But in addition to that interface function, we must also control speed and output torque. 
We have already discussed the desirability of independent control of those quantities. 
In addition, typical TVC control loops provide provide engine position control for the 
outermost ioop, in response to steering signals from the guidance and vehicle control 
function. Good system design demands that we add the additional position control 
functions into the controller, providing a variable rate/position loop, with rate proportional 
to position error. 
Because of high output powers, high efficiencies and low losses are important to the 
problem of thermal control in flight.
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Power Processor / Controller Selection Summary 
• Resonant power processing technology, with pulse-population 
control, Is the only choice for high power systems 
Highest efficiency / lowest losses - 
M!nimize power source requirements 
Simplify thermal control 
• Natural commutation minimizes power semiconductor stresses, and 
maximizes reliability and robustness 
• Controlled, single-frequency sine wave power minimizes EMI and 
noise 
• Designs are available for both AC and DC power sources and 
distribution systems 
• Resonant power processing technology is applicable to synthesize 
the required waveforms for all candidate motor types 
General Dynamics is focussing on resonant power processors! 
motor controllers for EHA/EMA development and implementation 
JWM -8
	 Stanbr, 1992 
Resonant power processing has so many advantages, that it would be hard not to select it for 
high-power applications. The only "con" is the fact that it has not been widely used in our 
industry, and designers are not as familiar with the technology. For low power applications of 
motor control (in the limits of much of our present experience) the issue does not have much 
effect on overall system performance. We can easily remove the heat from a small amount of 
extra power lost to efficiency, and the effect on energy sources can also be small. A little bit 
of added high-frequency noise can be filtered, also with little overall system impact. 
But these "annoyances" in small systems become major problems in large ones. Going from 
10% losses to 5% losses in a 50-KW/50-HP system eliminates 2500-watts that the batteries 
don't have to supply and the thermal control system doesn't have to accommodate. Clearly, 
these considerations are no longer negligible for a launch vehicle or aircraft. 
Since the two primary motor controller implementations (switched-mode and resonant power 
processing) both synthesize low-frequency motor currents, they may be selected on their own 
merits, and not impact the motor interface. Resonant power processing is the obvious choice, 
for the reasons shown above. 
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The most important factor 
influencing EMA TVC design 
is 
Motor and Actuator Inertia 
JWM- 9	 3.pt.nb.. 1992
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	 I Storage Acceleration 	 Actuator	 Size Requirementsj	 L Inertia j 
JWM- 70	 St.mb.r, 7992 
This flow diagram is designed to show the interrelationships between the various elements from 
which EMA TVC requirements are derived; and the constrained end product of an EMA 
implementation. 
At the far right are the output products which have the strongest constraints. They are discussed 
in more detail on Page 12. However, it is obvious that we would like to control the rest of the 
system to minimize peak power requirements. 
On the vehicle requirements side, payload, environment, physical mass and volume, and 
dynamic response are the base sources for the actuator size and power requirements. But it's the 
mass acceleration side of the path that has the biggest impact. 
For most actuator designs, the large effective gear reduction involved will make the effect of 
accelerating the engine system mass small when compared to the moments of inertia in the 
motor rotor and the actuator. About the best we can do is make the vehicle total load and the 
motor/actuator inertia effects about equal. And if we don't optimize the motor and actuator from 
a moment of inertia point-of-view, we can easily fmd an EMA for a 25-horsepower vehicle 
requirement requiring a 100-horsepower equivalent power input. 
Since they are so highly-leveraged, it is fortunate that we have full control over motor and 
actuator moments of inertia and matching. But also, since they are so highly-leveraged, they are 
the elements with which we must take the most care, when we design them. 
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Primary Design Drivers 
• Acceleration of system inertias drives peak power requirements 
Step function response and bandwidth size transieht drive torque 
capability 
input power is proportional to drive torque 
• Motor and gear train inertia have the greatest effect on peak power 
requirements 
• Maximum efficiency for power transfer dictates equal power 
allocations for the load and the inertia 
• Load inértias are small contributors, when reflected to the input 
through the mechanical advantage of the gear train 
• Maximum efficiency for power transfer dictates equal inertias for 
the motor and gear train 
• Non-optimum designs can have peak powers that are four times 
the steady-state power 
JWM -II	 Suptwib, p992 
Physical vehicle component parameters and vehicle dynamics are the base sources 
for the TVC system requirements. Thrust loads, gimbal bearing friction, feed system 
constraints, etc. determine the steady-state loads against which the actuator must 
push or pull. When we add the inertia of the movable masses in the engine system, 
and how fast we must accelerate them, we can size the actuator and its performance. 
For example, on NLS, the worst case generates a requirement for a 32,000-lb linear 
thrust and 32-horsepower if the rates are included. Motor and actuator steady-state 
mechanical losses are comparatively small (probably less than 5%). 
But if we consider the power to accelerate the actuator masses and the motor rotor, 
we find that its difficult to get them down to 32-horsepower. And if we were to use 
conventional aerospace PM motor designs, it would not be unusual to get the 
acceleration power requirement to 100-horsepower by itself; making the total peak 
input exceed 130-horsepower, for a 32-horsepower system.
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Primary Design Limitation Factors 
• Even with modern power processing technoio9y and 
components, systems are primarily limited by 'flyable" power 
processing capability 
• Component limitations 
• Thermal control capability 
• Energy storage elements for these applications are primarily 
sized by peak power demands 
Battery size or rotating machinery drive components both 
impact vehicle design 
• Motor input power capability limits frequency response and 
step response 
JWM . 72
	 St.nb., 7992 
Power processing capability is limited by the capability of the flight-capable technology 
currently available in our industry. Signal processing and control capability is more than 
adequate. But if we look toward power processing components, IGBT's are the most 
promising, and even they are ax their best in the newer resonant circuit topologies. While 
larger units and parallel controllers are possible, practical equipment design considerations 
push us toward trying to keep system peak powers below 100-horsepower. 
When the energy storage requirements get large (to provide very high peak powers), the 
mass and volume of batteries get large enough to impact vehicle design. if we choose 
turbine-driven alternators for greater physical efficiency, the fluid systems to run them add 
complexity, impact propulsion system design, and compromise operability. 
Finally, since input power capability limits torque and actuator acceleration, frequency 
response and step response are also limited. While our vehicle dynamics analyses have 
shown that an NLS-type vehicle only requires a 2-I-lz system response (and that is no 
problem), higher bandwidth systems will allow us to have activecontrol of stiffness and 
damping, to control vehicle high frequency effects. 
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Summary 
• Resonant power processors / motor controllers are the best choice 
for high-power ELA/EMA's with both DC and AC sources 
• lnducton motors are best for redundant, high-power, TVC 
assemblies 
• Power capability Is the limiting factor In ELAJEMA performance 
• Step response 
• Frequency response and bandwidth 
• Motor/actuator Inertia Is the single most Important (and often 
neglected) mechanical design parameter for integrated high-power 
TVC systems 
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BIPOLAR LEAD/ACID ADVANTAGES 
- PROVEN LEAD-ACID CHEMISTRY 
- SEALED, MAThTENANCE FREE OPERATION 
- SHORTER CURRENT PATH 
- LOWER INTERNAL BATTERY RESISTANCE 
- REDUCED WEIGHT AND VOLUME 
- SUBSTANTIAL POWER ADVANTAGES OVER MONOPOLAR 
- 100% INCREASE IN POWER DENSITY FOR QUASI 
- 14O% INCREASE IN POWER DENSITY FOR TRUE 
- 75% INCREASE IN SPECIFIC POWER FOR QUASI 
- 15O% INCREASE IN SPECIFIC POWER FOR TRUE 
- MEANS OF VARYING STACK VOLTAGE WITHOUT RE-TOOLING 
- PACKAGING FLEXIBILiTY
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BIPOLAR BATTERY COMPARISON 
FOLDED BIPOLAR PLATE 
FRAME	 EXPANDED LEAD 
PLASTIC	 GRID MATERIAL 
SUBSTRATE	 GRID / SUBSTRATE 
MATERIAL	 INTERFACE SEAL 
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TRUE/QUASI BIPOLAR COMMON POINTS 
- LEAD-ACID TECHNOLOGY 
- FRAME DESIGN 
- ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES 
- IR WELDING 
- VIBRATION WELDING 
- ACTiVE MATERIAL 
- SEPARATOR 
- FORMATION AND ACID FILL TECHNIQUES 
- TERMINATION DESIGN 
- INITIAL CONTAINMENT DESIGN
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TRUE/QUASI BIPOLAR DWFERENCES 
- INSERT MATERIAL 
- QUASI- FOLDED LEAD GRID ELECTRODE 
- TRUE- COMPOSITE TRUE BIPOLAR SUBSTRATE 
- MANTJFACTURABILITY 
- FAILURE MODES 
- QUASI- GRID CORROSION, FOLD SEAL LEAK 
- TRUE- ACTIVE MATERIAL DEGRADATION 
- CELL SPACING AND CELL SIZE WILL BE SMALLER IN TRUE BIPOLAR 
- HIGHER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS IN TRUE BIPOLAR 
- SMALLER MASS, SMALLER VOLUME
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JCBGI QUASI BIPOLAR STATUS 
- CURRENTLY HAVE TWO DIFFERENT SIZE PLATES: 520, 940 cm2 
- DEMONSTRATED 30 SEC AVERAGE POWER OF 210 W/kg at 80% DOD 
- DEMONSTRATED HIGH SPECIFIC POWER: 1.5 kWfkg FOR 12 SECONDS 
- DEMONSTRATED OVER 100 CYCLES AT TWO INDEPENDENT LOCATIONS 
- BUILT NINE 430 VOLT BATFERY STRINGS 
- INCREASED PRODUCTION FROM FIFTY 12 VOLT BA1TERIES PER YEAR 
TO THIRTY 40 VOLT BAFERIES PER WEEK 
- INCREASED FORMATION SUCCESS RATE FROM 10% TO 80% 
- CONTAMINATION DURING PROCESSING HAS CAUSED CYCLE LIFE 
PROB LEMS
JHNSON CONTRLS
POROSITY IN PLASTIC COMPOSITES 
- 
HIGH FILLER LOADINGS LEAD TO POROSiTY 
- DIFFICULT TO PREVENT 
- PROCESS/PRODUCF INVESTIGATIONS 
- RESIN IMPREGNATION OF POROUS COMPOSITES 
- COMPRESSION MOLDING IMPROVEMENTS 
- LOWER FILLER LOADINGS THROUGH BETFER DISPERSION 
-. HIGHER CONDUCTWITY FILLERS
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JCBGI QUASI BIPOLAR FUTURE WORK 
- 
ELIMINATE MATERIAL PROBLEMS THAT HAVE CAUSED CYCLE LIFE 
PROBLEMS THROUGH HIGH LEVELS OF CONTAMINATION 
- DEMONSTRATE 100 CYCLE CAPABILITY ON 20 CELL BATFERY AND A 
200 CELL STRING 
- OVERCOME CELL INCONSISTENCIES WHICH LIMIT BATTERY 
PERFORMANCE 
- DEVELOP A RECHARGE REGIME THAT WILL ENSURE UNIFORM 
CHARGING OF HIGH VOLTAGE STRINGS 
- LARGER DATA BASE IS NEEDED 
- REFINE ACID MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO PERMIT A TOTALLY CLOSED 
SYSTEM 
- IMPLEMENT RECENT DESIGN MODIFICATIONS 
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TRUE BIPOLAR ADVANTAGES 
- LOWER INTERNAL RESISTANCE THAN QUASI BIPOLAR 
- SHORTER, MORE UNIFORM CURRENT PATH 
- LARGER ACI1VE AREA 
- SUBSTANTIAL VOLUME AND WEIGHT SAVINGS 
- HIGHER POWER APPLICATIONS QUASI 
- LOWER LEAD CONTENT: LOWER MASS 
- IMPROVED MANUFACTURABIL1Ty 
- ELIMINATES PRESENT FAILURE MECHANISMS 
-. LEAD GRID CORROSION ON CHARGING 
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TRUE BIPOLAR DEVELOPMENT 
- POSITIVE SUBSTRATE COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT 
- ELECTROCHEMICAL STABILITY AT POSITIVE POTENTIALS 
- HIGH CONDUCTIViTY 
- NON-POROUS 
MANUFACTURABLE 
- HUNDREDS OF MATERIALS HAVE BEEN SCREENED: FEW 
QUALIFIED 
- POSITIVE SUBSTRATE COMPONENTS HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED 
- IMPROVE CONDUCTIVITY OF MATERIAL 






































TRUE BIPOLAR DEVELOPMENT 
- NEGATIVE SUBSTRATE MATERIAL ALREADY IDENTIFIED 
- STABLE AT NEGATIVE POTENTIALS 
- HIGHLY CONDUCTIVE 
- NON-POROUS 
- EASY TO MANUFACTURE 
- NOT STABLE AT POSiTIVE POTENTIALS 
- NO MATERIAL HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED THAT IS STABLE AT BOTH 
ELECTRODES 
- INTERFACE BETWEEN POSiTIVE AND NEGATIVE 
- PROTECT NEGATIVE FROM osmv POTENTIAL AND POSITIVE 
FROM NEGATIVE POTENTIAL 
- MAINTAIN CONDUCTIVITY WITH EACH SIDE 
JHNSON CONTRLS	 357
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JCBGI TRUE BIPOLAR DEVELOPMENT

FOR WPAFB 
- A 270 VOLT BATFERY SYSTEM IS TARGETED FOR THE MORE ELECTRIC 
AIRCRAFT 
- DEVELOP A LEAD-ACID TRUE BIPOLAR SUBSTRATE WITH THE 
FOLLOWING GOALS 
- 0.025" TOTAL SUBSTRATE THICKNESS 
- <2 ohm-cm RESISTIVITY 
- 400 cm2 ACTIVE AREA 
- <150 mg/cm2
 AREA DENSITY 
- DELIVER TWO INTERIM TRUE BIPOLAR BA1TERIES. A 54 VOLT 
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WPAFB TRUE BIPOLAR PROGRESS 
- PERFORMANCE MODEUNG 
- CONDUCTIVE FILLER DEVELOPMENT 
- POROSITY CONTINUES TO BE A PROBLEM 
- ORDERED AN ENHANCED COMPRESSION MOLD 
- RECEIVED CONDUCTIVE FILLER IN PROTOTYPE SIZED BATCHES 
- ALLOWS FOR LARGER COMPOUNDING TRIALS 
- CAN BE USED IN NEW COMPRESSION MOLD 




WPAFB NEXT STEPS 
- STATISTICALLY DESIGNED COMPOUNDING TRIALS TO OPTIMIZE 
LOADING LEVEL 
- REFINE COMPOUNDING PROCEDURES 
- TEST DIFFERENT PLASTIC RESINS 
- USE MATERIAL FROM COMPOUNDING TRIALS IN COMPRESSION MOLD 
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Advanced Batteiy Characteristics 
for ELA Applications 
Johnson Controls Bipolar Lead/Acid Battery 
QUASI BIPOLAR TRUE BIPOLAR 
Output Voltage 1.0-2.15 V/cell 1.0-2.15 V/cell 
Nominal Voltage 2 V/cell 2 V/cell 
Plateau Voltage 1.2-2.1 V/cell 1.2-2.1 V/cell 
Voltage Rise Time (delay) NA NA 
Average Current as needed as needed 
Maximum Pulse Current 1000 amps; 15 sec 1500 amps; 20 sec 
Rated Discharge Current 0(0 1000 amps 0(0 1500 amps 
Current Density max 1.2 A/cm2 max 1.5 A/cm2 
Specific Energy (Wh/kg) 38 44 
Inverse Power Density (L/kW) 0.253 0.088 
Maximum Pulse Power 1.2 kW/ceII; 15 sec 1.8 kW/cell; 20 sec 
Transient Response Time NA NA 
Specific Power (kW/kg) 1.5 to 2.0 3.0 to 3.5 
Total Energy Storage Capacity 90 Wh/cell 120 Wh/ceIl 
Cycle Life 100# 300^ 
Open Circuit Voltage 2.15 V/cell 2.15 V/cell 
Safety Issues Lead;Acld Lead;Acld 
Thermal Operating Range (C) -30 to +65 -30 to #65 
Charging Time; Retention 3 hours; weeks 2 hours; weeks 
CapacIty 15 Ah; 940cm2 20 Ah; 1000cm2 
Mass 0.85 kg/cell 0.60 kg/cell 
Stage of Development 6 3
JHNSON 
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ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTUATION TECHNOLOGIES 
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SatCon Technology Corporation 
12 Emily Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
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FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 
ASSEMBLED SYSTEM 
SatCon Technology Corporation 	 V053-2-92 
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(0 3 150) 
INTEGRATED FLYWHEEL HUB MOTOR/GENERATOR ROTOR 





	 °: ______ ______ ______ ______ ____________________ 
11 
ZX 0 .860- .862	 .	 DRILL FOR A PRESS 
FIT WITH 0 . 125 DOWEL PIN X .25 LO 
CENTRAL SHAFT FOR INTEGRATING
MOTOR/GENERATOR STATOR, MAGNETIC BEARINGS 
AND TOUCH-DOWN CERAMIC BEARING 
SatCon Technology Corporation 	 . V053-5-92 
4 05
Weight measurements of the IPACS assembly (wheel energy 7.2 MJ) 
Weights as measured and best estimates (*) 
Mechanical System 
Flywheel (Fiber structure only) 
Motor/Generator Hub 
Central Shaft + Bearing Assembly + 
Motor/Generator Backiron 
Frame 














Inverter for Motor/Generator (3kW) 
Magnet Bearing Switching Amplifiers (*) 
+ Sensor Electronics (*) 
Analog Amplifiers currently in use 
(extreme conservative choice to cover 
all possible variations of power and 
frequency response requirements) 




LACi( AD WHITE PHOTOGRAPH 
HUB AND BACK IRON 
ONE MAGNETIC BEARING + MOUNTING SHAFT 
SatCon Technology Corporation 	 V053-7-92
Radial Bearing 
(Journal Bearing) 
Base (light alloy) 	 Housing (graphite epoxy)	
Axial bearing 




Connecting shell 	 Radial bearing 
Auxiliary bearing (axial, radial) 	
Motor	 Cover (graphite epoxy) 
MAGNETICALLY SUSPENDED MOMENTUM WHEEL

COMPONENT LAYOUT 
408 SatCon Technology Corporation	 V053-8-92















Torques	 Angle	 + 
+	 i	 ,	 +	 ee 
p1 Actual Plant 
.vy	 I 
Lvel	 Angular	 øxm øym 
velocity	 Measured 
Estimate &m ym	 Angle 
I	 Angle Estimate 	 I 











TELDIX DR-68 SatCon Low Vibration 
Momentum Wheel Momentum Wheel 
Total Mass 8 Kg 8.3 Kg 
Dimensions 350 mm Diameter 384 mm Diameter 
120 mm Height	 . 88 mm Height 
Steady State Power < 26.5 Watts < 10 Watts in 1 g 
< 5 Watts in Og 
Maximum Wheel -- 0.03 rad/sec in ig 
Precession Rate 0.08 rad/sec in Og 
(mm. required 7.6x103) 
Forces at 6000 rpm with Forces at 6600 rpm 
0.75 gm cm residual assuming 0.75 gm cm 
Torque Vibration at static imbalance static imbalance 
GOES Spacecraft. F = 4.7 N . F = 0.27 N 
Mass Center
Measured at 6000 rpm Simulated including 
Tx = 7.46 Nm measurement error 
Ty=6.83Nm 
Tz=7.46Nm Tx=Ty=Tz<.0.7Nm
MOMENTUM WHEEL PARAMETERS. 
410 SatCon Technology Corporation 	 V053-1 0-92 
INDUCTION-MACHINE/FLYWHEEL ENERGY.
 STORAGE SYSTEM 
Objective: Design flywheel energy storage system based on 
induction machine to interface with 20 kHz pulse-
density modulation (PDM) converter. 
Specifications:	 Usable energy
	 250 kJ 
Peak output power
	 36 kW 
Output power risetime
	 1 kW/mSec 
Average output power
	 4 kW 
Goals:	 Efficiency (round trip)
	 80% 
Power density	 2 kW/kg 
Energy density	 100 kJ/kg 
Absorb energy at 40 kHz 
Low machine loss with PDM waveform 
High-efficiency machine-control algorithm 
SatCon Technology Corporation
	 .	 V053-1 1-92
I•1
FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY LAYOUT 
MOtO-GenGI'atOr Stator	 Retaining Nut	 Preloading Nut	 Closing Panel 
---
SIZE: 12 inch dia. X 4 inch ht. 


















PULSE-DENSITY U CURRENT MODULATION 
CONVERTER I I REGULATOR 





SatCon Technology Corporation 	 V053-13-92
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SUMMARY 
SPEED	 24,000 rpm 
MASS	 22 kg 
VOLUME	 450 cubic inches 
ROUND-TRIP EFFICIENCY 	 85% 
VACUUM	 l6torr 
TEMPERATURE RISE 	 15 deg. K 
414SatCon Technology Corporation	 V053- 14-92
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WHY AN ELA OPERATIONS TEST BED? 
IF A CONCURRENT ENGINEERING APPROACH TO DESIGN IS TO BE 
USED, THE LAUNCH SITE OPERATIONS CUSTOMERS WILL NEED TO 
GAIN KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES IN THE FOLLOWING 
AREAS: 
1. SKILL IN HANDLING HIGH POWER BUSSES 
-	 SIGNAL MEASUREMENT BETWEEN LRU'S 
GSE REQUIREMENTS & CHARACTERISTICS 
-	 SWITCHING AND BUS REDUNDANCY/ISOLATION 
CHARACTERISTICS 
2. KNOWLEDGE OF POWER SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS 
-	 BATTERY HANDLING AND MAINTENANCE 
-	 FLYWHEEL OPERATION 
3. ABILITY TO HANDLE PERSONNEL SAFETY ISSUES 
BATTERIES 
-	 HIGH VOLTAGE LINES 
4. KNOWLEDGE OF ACTUATOR OPERATION 
-	 LOCKING OPERATION AND CHARACTERISTICS 
-	 ACTUATOR INITIALIZATION 
-. GENERAL OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
(CURRENT MONITORING / TORQUE EQUALIZATION / 
VELOCITY SUMMING) 
5. EXPERIENCE IN SYSTEM-LEVEL ISSUES 
-	 DATA MANAGEMENT 
-	 FAULT MANAGEMENT 
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ELA PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS 
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STS - 44- SRB Command Profile 
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i J SPIROID 
ITW Spiroid, A Division of Illinois Tool Works, is a manufacturer 
of proprietary, custom gear forms, roller screws, and index rings. 
These produtta come in the form of Spiroid + Helicon right angle 
gearing, Concurve spur gears, Spiracon roller screws, and Endicon 
index rings. 
ITW Spitoid provides their products for a large number of diverse 
applications. Approximately 502 of our volume goes to both military 
and commercial markets. Military applications include such equipment 
as the Apache Helicopter, M109 Howitzer, P15 Fighter Aircraft, and 
the Harpoon and RaM Missiles. Commercial applications include Hand 
Tools, Laser Imaging Devices, Machine Tool + Fixturing Devices, 
Tundish Car Actuators, arid Aircraft Flap Actuators. 
Spiroid fHelicon - Right Angle Cear 
Spiroid	 Helicon 
10;1 - 400:1	 4:1 - 400:1 
High Contact Ratio	 High Contact Ratio 
Higher Capacity	 High Capacity 
Cood Efficiency	 Better Efficiency 
Possible Cross Shaft Design 
Backlash Control 
Material Variabilfty 
These 8ear forms have the videet center distance of any right angle, 
face type gear form thereby producing the highest contact ratios 
possible. This allows for high capacity in small space envelopes 
thus affecting packaging, weight, and power density. 
Concurve Spur Tooth Cears 
This gear form is a variation of an involute spur tooth form where the 
tooth profile has a relatively constant radiva of curvature from the 
tip of the tooth to the root' of. the tooth. This distributes the 
contact stress evenly up + down the tooth flank. Involute spur gear 
teeth rend to have ever Increasing contact stresa as you move from 
tip to root uf the tooth. 
Spfrold, Hacon. Connitve 	 Spiracon ara igtered trIdamark arid Endn Ia a tradernwkc IknI TDOI Works Irç. 
—
551
The even distribution of stress in Concurve gears allows for higher 
loads and lover numbers of pinion teeth due to this feature. 
Therefore, pinione with as few as 4 teeth and ratios up into the 
20'e;l are poseible. Removal of gear passes, higher loads, higher 
ratios and downsizing are all possible. 
Spiracon Roller Screws 
Spiracon Roller Screws offer several advantages over Ball Screws and 
Acme Screws. The basis for tbese advantages lie in a discussion of 
the type of contact that exists between members within the nut itself. 
Acme Screws have line contact between members. They have great capacity 
for this reason. However, there is so much contact and with the elements 
sliding upon each other, the efficiency is extremely low, usually around 
20%. Thus motors tend to be very large to overcome this inefficiency. 
gall screws have point type eont gct between members. Imagine a ball 
riding in a trough of slightly larger curvature. A small point exists 
between these two members upon which the load will be carried. For 
this reason they have limited capacity. However due to this small 
contact area and the rotation of all internal components, ball screws 








Spiracon Roller Screws have line type contact between members. 
These lines create a large area over which the load is carried 
thus decreasing the stresses on the components. Higher capacities, 
longer life and reduced size are all possible. All internal 
components do rotate however, because of the increase in contact 






Endicon Index Ringü 
Endicon Index R:ings coneiat of 2 mirror image gear halves with teeth 
machined such that intimate contact exists between the two halves. 
They can be used as indexing devices, couplings, centering devices, 
etc. The)' have been used previously in such applications as Indexing 
Tables, Multi-Stage Turbine Blade Alignment devices Robotic end 
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PRECEDING PAI BLANK NOT FILMED
SESSION I. ELA SYSTEIS 
October 1, 1992 
Question 1. Yes, ELA has demonstrated technology readiness and has established 
feasibility. Note: The whole group agreed with this. 
Question 2. The critical element of the ELA Bridging program is the hot fire test. 
This is not the only thing but it is essential if we are to sell this technology to a 
program manager. 
Question 4. NASA has to focus in on a target and provide system requirements. This 
is a must for evaluating various system fairly. 
Question 5. Industry can not continue to support this kind of effort very long without a 
program to aim toward. Money is tight. 
Question 6. Have to do system studies to drive out system requirements. 
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SESSION II: ELA CONTROL ELECTRONICS 
October 1, 1992 
Question 1. Feasibility has been established, but full power level has not been 
demonstrated. Before full power can be demonstrated the following issues must be 
resolved:
a. EMI must be addressed 
b. Packaging of power devices (Air Force is currently working on packaging) 
c. Motor optimization 
d. Flight current sensors 
e. Single event upset 
f. Start transients 
g. Batteries. 
Question 2. FY 95 is feasible if funding and above questions are answered. 
- Must identify (EMI, performance, etc.) requirements and specifications. 
- In order to meet FY 95, there must be cost sharing between government and 
industry. 
- On TTB hot fire demonstrations, a common TTB requirement for all vendors 
is needed.
a. Is TI'B our most effective/realistic test? 
b. Does it simulate flight profiles? 
c. Could performance requirements be full demonstrated at vendor 
facilities? 
- Each company should be allowed access to TTB/test fixture. 
- Government splinter session recommendation is demonstration at a common 
test facility. 
Question 3. NASA ELA System Design Handbook is not recommended. A system 
requirements and specification document is preferred. 
Question 4. Program Office should show time and hardware commitments for ELA 
hardware. Recommend cost sharing and Cooperative Research Agreements. 
Question 5. Fly-offs should not be required. Requirements should be to meet 
performance requirements at full power. System design should not be a factor, rather 
system requirements. 
Question 6. Next ELA meeting should be a full power demonstration (approximately 1 
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ELA POWER SOURCE SYSTEMS
SPLINTER SESSION OUTPUT 
QuESTIONS 1 & 2 
The ss parameters/requirements needed by both NASA's ELA 
Technology Bridging Team and PSS vendors for definition and design 
are as follows: 
- Power profiles which Include; base power, voltage limits, peak 
power, total energy, rise times, regulation requirements, and 
frequency/spacing of current pulses. 
- Start transient loads. 
- Ascent profiles/worst case scenarios from Flight Dynamics area. 
- Corona and EMI Specs and allowances. 
- Redundancy and rellablilty numbers. 
- Failure modes. 
- Environmental requirements, acoustics, vibration, thermal, etc. 
- Processing , handling, shelf life, pad access, and activation. 
- Regeneration tolerance. 
- Propellant availability. 
- Pre-launch check-out, start-up times, GSE availability and use. 
- Load Impedances. 
- Data and documentation expected from vendors. 
Question 3: 
ELA PSS requirements that are specifically ELA demands 
include; launch/flight environments, high current spikes, high 
voltage, and rise times. 
670
uestIozjA 
The implementation of an EIA-TB consignment unit for PSS 
development was decided to be non-advantageous to NASA ELA-TB. 
Question 5: 
The development of a power source simuiator is a good idea. 
This type project is currently underway with JSC's ELAPSS project. 
QuestIon 6: 
A credible timeline can not be generated until more Power 
Source requirements are defined. 
Ouestlon 7: 
The Feb/Mar time frame was decided upon for the next 
ELA-TB TIM. Requirement updates and technology advancements 
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SESSION IV. ELA OPERATIONS 
October 1, 1992 
OBJECTIVES - CONCURRENT ENGLNEERING 
* Need a representative hardware platform to drive ou real operational 
requirementsand prioritize. 
* Need operation environment for: 
- Feedback to designers (and researchers) 
- Safety design feedback 
- Realistic timelines 
- Validate/recommend changes to prototype OMRSD/LCC.. 
* Near term/mid-term/long-term approach to concurrent engineering. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Two pronged approach: 
1. Form process improvement and design improvement teams. 
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ELA REDUNDANCY & HEALTH MANAGEMENT SPLINTER 
SESSION 
Don Brown/NASA JSC
1 October 1992 
OBJECTIVES: 
•Identify technology requirements associated with ELA redundancy 
management (RM) and health management (HM) and those areas 




Tools and other support requirements 
What cost : benefit metrics can we identify? 
•Define the interfaces between ELA RM & HM and overall 'Integrated 
Vehicle Health Management (IVHM). 
'Identify proper relationship(s) between the following 
technologies/disciplines: 
Design for Testability 
BIT/BITE 
Boundary Scan 
Smart Sensor technology insertion options 
Sensor reduction/elimination (i.e. commutation support 
sensors) 
•Discuss recommended NASA approach to fault tolerance and RM for 
actuators. 
i.e. should a single EMA be used in a flight critical application? 
What guidelines should drive selection of actuation technology, 
i.e. EMA vs. EHA, PM DC vs. induction, etc.? 
'Identify white paper products that would be valuable: 
676
EMA vs. El-LA selectionconsiderations and criteria 
Motor selection 
Failure recovery approaches (i.e. lock-up vs. returp to null) 
PARTICIPANTS 
MDSSC - Delta Launch Vehicle EMA 
Univ. of Alabama - characterize roller screws and ball screws 
RAWeir MSFC CDL 
Aerojet 
LeRC 
LaRC - GN&C avionics I/F 
Allied Bendix 
Moog Boeing NLS TVC 
Jack B NLS 
Bill St. Cyr SSC 
Fred H. 
Good x-section of disciplines and interests. 
APPROACH 
Answer J Sharkey questions. 
Identify significant omissions. 
EL4 requirements Id and collection mechanism required. Support 
immediate term, through demos, to long term. MSFC ELA 
requirements QFD (joint team in place). Focus is on NIS. Target 
completion by February 1993. 
************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************ 
Subsystem level maturity is good - global strategies, and 
tools are still lacking. Integration of technologies is not 
mature; the technology elements are. 
White papers. Concentrate on the way we do fault management. 
Concern on what audience would be. ELATB would collect, catalog 
and publish. Don will generate a list of potential targets.
677
Standalone versus "cooperative" \ THM approaches. 
NLS says need integrating glue to transition from health monitoring 
to 1VHM. Elimination of unnecessary sensors; use data captured in 
normal control signals, etc. LeRC has started this effort (university 
supported study); would use excess controller processing power. 
Realistic failure analysis/fault tree data required. - Follow up to Rae 
Ann's data. 
FOUR TRACKS FOR IVHM DEVELOPMENT 
ARCHITECTURE 
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEMS (GROUND/FUGHT) 
TOOLS 
ELA TECHNOLOGY is ready now - Boeing. Architectural decisions will 
drive subsystem design philosophies. Work is required to tie 
operations and development together. NLS says smart sensors have 
option to do processing at lowest level but there must be reporting to 
a central level to support launch processing, flight control. Local 
analysis with avionics suite for coordination. This seems to be a 
uniform approach. 
FDIR and data requirements are different for ELV Vs reusable. 
How much reliability is needed? Tied to human rating issues. 
Boeing/Allied EllA - advantages of hydraulic bypass are undeniable. 
Fail op/fail safe (return to null). No real RM demo has been offered 
yet. How far down must we take redundancy? Should rotor shafts 
and bearings be considered? What are credible failures? Up front 
involvement . of R&QA needed. 	 S 
For 8 channel, they have had severaifailures and the system 
continued to run. This is really used as a 4 channel device. The 
motor shaft is common to all. 
Trade betweerr redundancy content and HM. 
678
MAST approach is to not allow proprietary content. To date, there 
have been no proprietary issues associated with ETA TB. Use of 
vendor/contractor facilities and capabilities as appropriate is 
desirable (in fact, mandatory). Networking of facilities would be 
valuable and cost effective to support specific end-to-end test 
objectives. 
Would ELAPSS be a good asset for the CDL? There is not a problem 
in getting power for actuators (batteries, power supplies). The 
EL4PSS will never obviate fmai integrated system test requirement, 
however. 
Facility here will continue to be a place we use to demo items. 
Proprietary issues should not be a problem. Do we need to address 
EMI/EMC issues? Can EI.As and avionics devices share the same 
power sources? Group seems to feel no. 
Q4 
Budgets are universally slim and getting slimmer. This includes 
IRAD funding as well. Question exists as to where resources will 
come from to "customize" ETA development to date to conform to 
desired architectures and IVHM requirements. NLS seems to be the 
only "carrot" out there. Maybe we should let aircraft people take (or 
maintain) the lead for ETA development. 
TTB I/F would be a good demo to "sell" ETA capabilities since we are 
essentially proposing a replacement of something that does Work. 
Papers and demo mix was good. Recommend continued emphasis on 
demos in future TIMs and other forums. 
Avoid having meeting span fiscal year transition!
679
SESSION XII 
ELA PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS 
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.EP .4	 1ñ:ñ. HPiE.:TP:u1
DOCUMENT NO. HR77700072 H R :i'* iTI 
H TUTROPd I?dC. 
A SUUIOIARY 0, TX1R0N INC. 
fliOOWST RY! C*IY0N ROAO • VALSNCIA. CALIF0NIA II3çG 
1051 259.4Q20 • TWX 91OJ.8 . I43I • T!LX OG,14g2 
EXTENDED LocKup TEST (AT? para. 4.11.4) 
P/N X4'i009110
S. 
Date. 3EP 1 5 I?92	 Operator \4 - 
Comments	 Loaded - 
SIN )çc,o 
Item Required Acrual 
Load Direction Sense CCW C 
Load 
_____________________





Encoder Reading (Start of Lockup
_____ 
1.894 ± 2 bits 
Encoder Reading After 10 Mm	 Lockup / / / / / / / i / / / / / 
Total Drift After 10 Mm
	 Lockup 82 bits	 a.x 
Load Direction Sense Active 
MOV Load Remove
-









0 e — 
H I-
>> 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF	 QUALiTY 
HR_IJ 
NI VXTROl INC.. 
A siUIOI4RY O TEXTRON INC 
25200 wilT RYI CANYON OA0 • VALINCIA. CAL.IORNJA 61355 
*0, Zsi.'03Q • TWX 9IQ.33il3$ • TLX 65/14,2 
ACTUATOR SLEW RATE (ATP Para 4.9) 
(Page 1 of 3) 
PIN X41O09i10
fc 
Date	 3CP 1 5 1992	 Operator	 1!9 
SerialNo!_XOj 
Comments:	 Loaded
Shaft Input MFVA Slew Rate 
Position Signal Load 
Open-Close- + 30 ± 1 MOVA 143 mm. 
Open A Load 
Required ____________ Fig. 11 
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DOCUMENT NO. :777OOO72 
EOO6
713 
L 9	 : i:ñ HFTE. TF:II 
HR F'i1I•li1 
I4 TIXTION INC 
A SUS5IOIAPY OF grrpop INC. 
62O0WtS1 Pit CANOd mOAO I VALIP4CIA. CALIfOAdIA t13 
Joel m603O • YWX 9,0-3361431 • TX tII402
DOCUMENT NO. F1R77700012 
ACTUATOR SLEW RATE (AT? Para 4.9)
(Page 2 of 3)
SEP I 5 992

/ •r i"\ 
P/N X4.00911O 44/ xc 
1 .V(JV	 •0.005	 2OO'/	 5Ij STOP 
I	 t	 -
	
•	 :	 2 
— I	 I 
I	 I	 I.I-i-.t.	 -f 








Z 2.00V	 '-O.00s 200'j/	 Sr91f2 STOP __________milliseconds 
I	 •	 :
2 I	 . • ..........................-
	 Vdcidjv 
•	 .	 -	 I .	 . -	
.	 .t .............. I. 	 •	 • .•	 r output) 
1LTTLT1	
SED 
t = -16O.rn	 t	 12.0ms	 ôt = 3O5.Om	 l,'At = .24' -lz 
714	 EGQ6 
•_,o 7,.
	-	 . L	 P1I	 L	 P J 
HR [i:i'i1J	 DOCUMENT NO. HR77700072 
HI TUtION INC. 
£ SUUIOIAIY O t(XTR0d INC. 
nzoo w!1T YC CAPVON 10*0 • VALeNCIA. CALICONIA gI3I 
iou zs-'o3o • rw 110 3e 431 • TILX 66/1493 
\CTUATOR SLEW RATE (ATP Para 4.9)	 - 
(Page 3 • of 3)
	 .	 SEP	 992 
	
PftX4tOO911O	 5,/il XoI	 . 
r	
2 2.00v	 -	 .— C.00





..- . .... . j 
= L.56 s
	 = 1,704	 At = 34S.0m,	 1/At	 2.874 Hz 
	
12.DY 2 2,00V	 —'D.00s ZOO,
	 sn9Ift 5pp	 mi1115eCOdS 
I	 - 
t	 .	 . .	 Vdc/div 
)utput) 









....	 -	 -. 1 
-	 .	 I 






-	 EXTRC INC 
A S..I5IOPAY OF 1(XTO INC. 
]Owu lY CANYON FOAD • VAt.NCIA. CALIFORNIA 33S5 
e:	 • rWx O.1i	 31 • TGLX 3iI4
DOCUMENT NO. tR7OOO72 
PNEUMATIC SHUTDOWN DATA SHEET (AlP Para 4.11.3) 
pNX4OO911O 
Daze	 5P 15 1fl2	 Operator .\.J 
Serial No.	 X 00 
Comments:	 Lorj 
ttem Required Actual 
Pneumatic Pressure, pig 695 ± to 
MPVA 
Starttng Encoder, bizsa -
2185 to 2196





S 253 to 276 
Shutdown Time, sec -	 1.17 tO 2.27 J 5 8
Cross out non-applicable line. 















	 H	 ---	 2VDC/div 
- -	 . - .................L.	 - .........................-"------.-






ti	 -L3Q.rr3 t2 = L'5C 3
	




4R TIXTlOY INC. 
* L)SIDIAY OF XTION INC. 
Th2øO Wt5T Y g CANYON OAO • VALNCIA CAcoNi* 
$O	 Zl4O3 • rwx 9i0 S.14	 • TLfX ee/14S2
DOCUMENT NO. HR7770007' 
FAIL . OPERATE PER OR.\4ACE (AlP Para 4.11) P'NX4lOocllo 
Dare	 5EP 15 3992
- Operator	 .} 
SerialNo.	 XOO	 - 
Commears:	
- Loaded 
Encoder Reading Travel Reversai:
	 7 7 7	 Bits 
Encoder Reading Fail-Op Energized:
	 75-8	 Bits 
= tjncontrojjed Act,iator Travel: _ 1 Bits
717
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